
Score Keepers
Presentation 



IMPORTANT 
THINGS TO 

REMEMBER

• You are an official in the game. Yes you probably have a player on one of the teams and 
you can cheer for them and your team.  

• You can only communicate information that is requested of you to a manager or coach.  
You can not offer information, ie hey coach the other team is batting out of order.  

• You are a back up for the umpire when it comes to keeping balls and strikes.  They are 
human they sometimes lose the count be prepared to help them.  If you lose the count
ask them they have no problem letting you know.  

• Remember all changes go through the umpire.  The manager should report to them and 
then the umpire reports to you. Most umpires will have the manager report in front of 
you so that you get the changes at the same time. 

• Recording substitutions properly is very important when it comes to required play time.  
However, a manager cannot pre-report his subs to you.  They have to be reported by 
inning even if he has it listed on his line up card they must report them in person. Do not 
rely on the line up card, managers will switch things up sometimes the game isn’t going 
as planned and they sub differently than listed.  

• The score keeper can not sit in the dug out with the team. You should sit at the scorers 
table with the pitch counter if there is one. 

• You should sign the pitch count for both teams and verify it with the other team before 
you leave.



Helpful Supplies to have with you

*More then 1 pencil with an eraser

*Ink Pen

*Pitch Counter for Baseball only or a pitch count sheet that you can mark on for 
each team

*Rule Book (not required but very helpful for you to have one you can now 
download a digital copy on your phone)

*Clip Board



Pre Game

*Introduce yourself to the other manager

*Introduce your self to the plate umpire

*Let them know where you will be sitting

*It should be easy access to the umpire and 
managers



Bad Line Up Card Examples

# Player Position

1 28 Jordan 9

2 7 Shawn 7

3 13 Josh 1

4 16 Cody 5

5 2 Andy 4

6 34 Drew 2

7 58 Sean 3

8 10 Alex 6

9 1 Jake 8

Subs

15 Chris 

8 Mark

# Player Position

1 28 Mazzucco 9

2 7 Brown 7

3 13 Bartley 1

4 16 Lee 5

5 2 Cole 4

6 34 Guido 2

7 58 Neiman 3

8 10 Cole 6

9 1 Wight 8

Subs

15 Jones

8 Knapp



What a Line Up Card Should Look Like

# Player Position

1 28 Jordan Mazzucco 9

2 7 Shawn Brown 7

3 13 Josh Bartley 1

4 16 Cody Lee 5

5 2 Andy Cole 4

6 34 Drew Guido 2

7 58 Sean Nieman 3

8 10 Alex Cole 6

9 1 Jake Wight 8

Subs

15 Chris Jones

8 Mark Knapp



Lets get familiar 
with the position 
before we fill in the 
score card
• Below is a list of the positions by number.

• 1 Pitcher

• 2 Catcher

• 3 First Base

• 4 Second Base

• 5 Third Base

• 6 Short Stop

• 7 Left Field

• 8 Center Field

• 9 Right Field



Now you are ready to fill 
out your scorecard
• Make sure to include the date of the game

• Who is the home team and who is the  visitor

• Players Number 

• Full name ( sometimes you have family 
members with the initial of the first name being 
the same that is the reason for full names)

• Position 









tracking pitches 
even if there is a 
pitch count 
person. You are 
their back up. 
Also you are the 
umpires back up 
for balls and 
strikes.



When a batter has 
more pitches than 
boxes listed
• Typically a batter will not need more than 
the number of boxes listed for each at bat. 
However, there will be times when a batter gets 
2 strikes and then fouls off several pitches 
before he gets on base or is put out.  If this 
happens you need to track those pitches for the 
pitchers pitch count. Be sure to continue to 
mark those pitches on the scorecard. As you can 
see in the sample they have put 2 more X’s on 
the card past the number of strikes.  This is very 
important and is something that is frequently 
missed.  Even if there is someone else keeping 
pitch count you need to listed them on the 
scorecard.  If there is a question this is how a 
site director gets a real pitch count.  They will 
count the number of marks that you have listed. 
You do not have to use an X you can use a dot 
or hash mark as long as it is easy to read if 
someone else has to look at your score card.



Batter reaches 
first base If a 

runner reaches 
a base you 

need to mark it 
on the score 

card



Second batter 
gets on with a 

double you will 
need to advance 
the first runner 
and mark the 
new batter at 
second base 



How to score a run that is easy for everyone to see. 
Shade in the whole diamond.

• When an out is scored make sure 
to list the out as 1, 2 or 3 putting a 
circle around it is not necessary but 
sometimes makes it stand out for 
someone to see quickly.  

• The 6-3 means that the ball was 
field by the short stop and thrown to 
the first baseman.  While this is not 
necessary it does help when 
reconstructing a game sometimes.  



Here are some other ways 
to score an out.

• The K means that the batter 
struck out.

• The FO – 7 means that the 
batter Flew Out to the Left 
Fielder which is position number 
7.

• Just make it easy to 
understand



How to show the last 
batter in an inning
Now that you have 3 outs to help you with 
where you start the second inning the best 
thing you can do is draw a line down the 
score card.  At the bottom you will see that 
you list the number of runs scored that 
inning.  You can also list the number of 
pitches thrown that inning by just writing the 
number at in one of the other spots instead 
of hits or the number left on base.  There are 
many ways to do this just remember to mark 
it so that you or someone else can easily see 
who the last batter was and who the next 
batter will be. (Make sure that you move 
over when the next inning starts do not 
continue in the same inning.



Second inning and 
Substitutions
Here you can see that we started the second 
inning with the 7th batter.  There we no runs 
scored 20 pitches thrown.  

You can also see that at the end of the 
second inning he put in 2 subs.  In the 5 hole 
Chris Jones went in at the 3rd inning and I 
drew a arrow pointing down as he went it at 
the bottom of the inning.  You can list this 
also in the position area.  I has a 3 with a 
down area and 4 as the position he went 
into. Mark Knapp went into the 7 hold at the 
top of the 3rd inning.  

Remember it is very important that you 
record substitutions correctly as this can 
cause issues for a manager if you do not 
show the proper innings played.  



Below are a list of Abbreviations to assist You

How on Base
1B Single

2B Double

3B Triple

BB or W Walk

E Error

FC Fielders Choice

HBP or HP Hit by Pitch

HR Home Run

I Interference

IW Intentional Walk

Outs
CS Caught Stealing

DP Double Play

F Fly Out

FO Foul Out

G Ground Out

K Strikeout

Bkwd K or Kc Strikeout Looking

L Line Out

SF Sacrifice Fly

SH Sacrifice Hit (Bunt)

TP Triple Play

U Unassisted Put Out


